
 

 

      FROM TRUCK DRIVERS INJURED AT WORK 

 

SWINGING DOORS 

Years ago Merle Haggard recorded a song that included the lyrics “I’ve got swinging doors, a jukebox 

and a bar stool…”  This real life lesson has nothing to do with jukeboxes and bar stools, but it has 

everything to do with swinging doors.  Just ask Ralph, an avid country music fan. 

Ralph is an experienced local driver and he values his job because he is home every night.  It also allows 

him to see the same people on a regular basis.  This is a plus for him because he is a social person and 

enjoys friendship.  There is another “plus” being a local driver.  Ralph gets more choice in where he will 

eat lunch.  If he is craving a certain type of food then he has the opportunity to stop at that type of 

restaurant since he knows where everything is located.  Life was good for Ralph until last March. 

March is the month of changing weather patterns.  That’s where the saying came from - in like a lamb 

and out like a lion.  It’s a guarantee that sometime during that month the wind will be blowing and it 

was blowing on the day that Ralph stopped his truck in the parking lot adjacent to the restaurant.  You 

are probably guessing that Ralph was hurt when the wind caught the front door of the restaurant and 

smashed his hand, but that is not what happened.  No, he never made it to the restaurant because he 

was injured while exiting his truck.    

Ralph could smell the food and he was hungry.  He was motivated to get out of his truck so he opened 

the door and stepped out at the same time that a gust of wind blew on the door and caused Ralph to 

lose his balance and fall.  His leg and back were severely bruised when they impacted the step plate and 

his left wrist broke when he hit the ground.  Ralph got to eat his lunch at the hospital that day.  

REAL LIFE LESSON 

This sounds just like so many other stories of drivers falling while exiting the cab of their truck, but there 

is a lesson to be learned if you analyze the situation.  To begin with, Ralph exited his truck face forward 

and that is not recommended because your body weight and momentum is forward, away from the 

truck.  If you lose your footing or hand hold then you will fall, as he did.  Also, all drivers need to 

remember (as if you did not already know) that the door on a truck cab is hinged.  It is designed to swing 

and that does not make it a very stabile hand hold. 

Think about it – face the truck when you enter and exit and always use three points of contact.  Ralph is 

thinking about this while he is listening to his favorite songs by The Hag, The Man in Black and even a 

few worn out tapes by Chris LeDoux, and while he is waiting for his wrist to heal.  


